Climate change education

Courses (Using parts of materials from RCCCD)

School of Energy and Environment

Bachelor Degree

1. **Course** 28233 Global Climate Change
   
   Credits 3, Degree program B.Sc. (Environmental Science)
   
   No. Students 20 students/semester

Master Degree

1. **Course** 28273 Global Environmental Situation and Social Change
   
   Credits 3, Degree program M.Sc. (Environmental Science)
   
   No. Students about 5 students/semester

2. **Course** 29772 Climate Change and Natural Disaster Management
   
   Credits 3, Degree program M.Sc. (Environmental and Eco-Community)
   
   No. Students 5 students/semester

3. **Course** 28371 Climate Change Control
   
   Credits 3, Degree program M.Eng. (Environmental Engineering)
   
   No. Students 10 students/semester

PhD.

1. **Course** 29982 Climate Change: Impacts and Adaptation
   
   Credits 3, Degree program Ph.D. (Environmental Technology and Management)
   
   No. Students 5 students/semester

Climate change research concept

Integrated observations system concept
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